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Abstract 
Most previous grid-based routing protocols use reactive mechanisms to build routing paths. In this paper, we propose a new 
hybrid approach for grid-based routing in MANETs which uses a combination of reactive and proactive mechanisms. The 
proposed routing approach, referred to as the Tree-based Grid Routing Protocol (TGRP), uses shortest-path trees to build the 
routing paths between source and destination nodes.  Combining the desirable features of the reactive and proactive mechanisms 
allows for more stable routing paths by providing readily-constructed alternative paths. The stability of the TGRP paths lead to a 
substantial system performance compared to other protocols in terms of end-to-end delay and delivery ratio. Extensive simulation 
results reveal that the new TGRP outperforms the existing well-known GRID in terms of these measures 
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Introduction 
A Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) is a collection of autonomous mobile nodes which communicate with each 
other in the absence of access points. A MANET is an attractive type of networks where any group of nodes can 
communicate anywhere without any network infrastructure. A node in a MANET works both as a host and a router 
to serve multi-hop communication and usually has limited power resources. Routing in a mobile ad hoc network is a 
challenging task since network topology changes frequently due to node mobility. A node sends control packets to 
discover, establish and maintain routes to destinations. Since the available bandwidth and power are limited in 
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MANETs, the routing-related control messages should be minimized. As a consequence, route establishment by the 
routing protocol should be done with minimum overhead and minimum usage of energy and bandwidth.  
The availability of cheap instruments for estimating the position of nodes in a network, like global positioning 
system (GPS) receivers, motivated many researchers to study position-based routing protocols [1] [2] [3].  
The position-based routing protocols eliminate the need to maintain routes. They use the knowledge of the nodes 
locations to route packets. Position-based protocols assume that any node is aware of its position, the position of its 
neighbors and the position of the destination. A node can discover its position using a location mechanism such as 
global positioning system (GPS) [4]. It can discover its neighbors’ locations by using periodic messages. The nodes 
use location services to discover destination nodes locations [5]. In position-based routing protocols, each node has 
an id (identifier of nodes) and a current geographic position. Typically in grid-based routing protocols, the physical 
area is divided into a logical two-dimensional (2D) grid of cells. The logical 2D grid structure allows using cell-by-
cell routes with the selection of a cell-head node in each cell to handle routing. The cell-head in each grid cell has the 
following responsibilities: (1) forward route discovery requests to its neighbor cells; (2) propagate data packets to 
neighboring cells; and (3) maintain the routes that pass through its cell. Cell-based routing enhances the scalability 
of the routing protocol [6].  
Position-based protocols suffer from a local minima problem which leads to non-guaranteed message delivery 
[7]. Furthermore, position-based protocols mostly depend on location services [4] such as Home Agent [8] and Grid 
Location Service [5] to discover geographical locations of destinations. Another limitation of existing grid-based 
routing protocols is that they use an election approach to select cell heads which leads to high overhead in terms of 
control packets and high end-to-end delays. To address the limitations of existing grid-based routing approaches, we 
propose a new position-based routing approach which highly utilizes the logical grid environment in order to reduce 
the number of control packets and increase path stability. The new approach divides the routing in two layers: a 
proactive layer, where shortest-path trees are constructed and maintained, and a reactive layer, where destination 
nodes are tracked. The proactive layer is used to share information about occupied grid cells. A cell is called 
occupied (or non-empty) when it contains at least one mobile node; otherwise it is called a non-occupied (or empty) 
cell. Moreover, if a non-occupied cell becomes occupied, a control packet (called Empty-to-Non-Empty Control 
Packet) is flooded (using cell-based flooding). Cell-based flooding means only one node in each cell (cell-head) 
participates in rebroadcasting the RREQ as opposed to total flooding used in AODV for example. Empty-to-Non-
Empty Control Packet is used to inform all nodes in the network about new state of a cell. Similarly when an 
occupied cell becomes non-occupied, all nodes are informed using a cell-based flooding of a special control packet. 
The reactive layer is activated when seeking for a destination. Any node that wants to open a connection to an 
unknown node; it starts by sending a Route Request (RREQ) packet to seek for the destination location using cell-
based flooding. The proactive layer information is saved in all nodes in the MANET environment. This information 
gives a cell-head the ability to build a shortest path tree from the cell where it is located to all occupied grid cells. If 
there is a change in the information about the occupied or non-occupied cells, the tree is reconstructed. The 
mechanism is done without interrupting the data packets propagation. Using shortest path trees increases the stability 
of the paths between source and destination cells. The reactive layer information which is the location of the 
destination nodes is also saved in all nodes (in a Nodes Table).We have conducted an intensive simulation-based 
performance evaluation of the proposed TGRP protocol and measured the average message delivery ratio and the 
average end-to-end delay. We have extended the NS2 network simulator, which has been widely used in the 
literature for studying the performance of MANET routing protocols [6] [9] [10], to evaluate the performance of 
TGRP and compare it with the performance of the GRID protocol. We studied the performance of TGRP under a 
variety of network densities and cell sizes. The results show that TGRP incurs much lower delays than GRID. It also 
outperforms GRID in terms of delivery ratio and competes well in terms of End-to-End delay. The rest of this paper 
is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the TGRP structure including its proactive layer and reactive layer 
mechanisms. Performance evaluation parameters and Results are presented in section 3. Finally, we conclude in 
section 4. 
The TGRP routing protocol 
Like other grid-based protocols, TGRP divides the physical area into a logical two-dimensional grid of cells. 
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In TGRRP, a packet travels from a source node to a destination node by hopping from cell to cell making use of a 
previously constructed shortest path tree to decide at each hop the next cell to go towards the destination cell. A 
selected cell-head in each cell is responsible of forwarding the packet via that cell. The union of the cell-heads forms 
a backbone of the MANET.  
Each node maintains four tables: Neighbors Table, Occupied Cells Table (OCT), Nodes Table and Tree Table.  
The Neighbors Table of a node contains lists of neighboring nodes. Each list represents a neighbor cell and lists the 
ids of all nodes in that cell.  The Occupied Cells Table (i.e., the non-empty cells) contains addresses of all occupied 
cells whereas the Tree Table, which is the routing table, contains the occupied cells addresses and next hops to reach 
them. The next hops are obtained by building a shortest path tree using an efficient algorithm. The Nodes Table 
contains the ids of all destination nodes and their location (cell address). A cell address is a pair of (x, y) coordinates 
in the logical grid assuming the top right corner cell is cell (1, 1). 
Fig 1, Fig 2, Table 2 and Table 2 show respectively an example of a MANET environment, the corresponding 
occupied cells table, a shortest path tree created at node 25 and its representation in the routing table. We evaluate 
later in this paper the efficiency of using this new hybrid (proactive and reactive) approach where a proactive layer 
builds a shortest path tree and a reactive layer tracks the destination nodes. TGRP is evaluated using an extended 
NS-2 simulator under varying network density conditions for a variety of cell side lengths.  
 
 
 
Fig 1. The MANET Environment Fig 2. A Shortest Path Tree created at Node 25 of figure 1 deleting from it 
the cell that has become empty 
 
 
 
Table 1 Occupied cells table 
 
 
Table 2   The Shortest Path Tree (Tree Table) at Node 25 
Destination cell Next hop 
(3,4) (3,4) 
(5,4) (5,4) 
(4,2) (4,2) 
(5,1) (2,2) (4,2) (2,3) (4,3) (1,4) (3,4) (5,4) (1,5) (3,5) (5,5) (1,6) (3,6) 
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(3,5) (3,4) 
(2,3) (3,4) 
(3,6) (3,4) 
(2,2) (3,4) 
(1,4) (3,4) 
(1,5) (3,4) 
(1,6) (3,4) 
(5,5) (5,4) 
(5,1) (4,2) 
 
2.1 Control Packets  
TGRP uses control packets to maintain its tables. The TGRP proactive layer creates a shortest path tree at each 
node by using information in the Occupied Cells Table. Thus, it is important to ensure consistency of the 
information in the Occupied Cells Table of all nodes in the environment. We do that by using dedicated control 
packets. These control packets are used to register new occupied cells and to delete empty cells. The following 
control packets are used for this purpose: 
Empty-to-Non-Empty Packet: when a node enters an empty cell, it floods (using cell-based flooding) an Empty-
to-Non-Empty packet. This packet contains the cell address of the visited cell. The nodes which receive this packet 
update their OCT tables by adding the cell address of the visited cell. 
Non-Empty-to-Empty Packet: when a cell-head leaves a cell and there is no other node left in that cell, it floods 
(using cell-based flooding) a Non-Empty-to-Empty packet. This packet contains the address of the cell that has 
become empty. Any node receiving this packet updates its OCT table by  
Exit Packet: when any node moves out of its current cell to a neighboring cell, it transmits an Exit packet to tell 
the neighbors about its new location. 
Info Packet: when a cell-head node receives an Exit packet from a node in its cell, it replies (using unicast) by 
sending an Info packet which contains the Neighbors Table. The sender of the Exit packet replaces its Neighbors 
Table with the received one. 
 
The reactive layer uses the following control packets: 
Route Request Packet (RREQ): A Route Request packet piggy-backs the geographic location (cell address) of the 
source node (sender node) to be recorded by all reachable nodes in the MANET. Every cell-head node will 
rebroadcast this packet after piggy-backing its geographic location.  
Destination Location Packet: when a destination node receives a RREQ packet, it floods (using cell-based 
flooding) its cell address location to all nodes in the network. Any node receiving this packet updates its Nodes 
Table. 
2.2 Building and Maintaining Shortest Path Trees  
At each node a shortest path tree rooted at that node is constructed and used to build a Tree Table which guides 
the routing of data packets towards destination cells. The shortest path tree is constructed using the information 
about occupied cells gathered during the proactive layer of the protocol. The tree is a breadth-first search tree of the 
graph of occupied cells. The vertices of this graph are the occupied cells and two occupied cells are connected by an 
edge if they are neighboring cells in the grid. It uses a FIFO queue data structure storing a list of occupied cells not 
yet visited in the search. The breadth-first search algorithm starts by enqueueing the root cell in the initially empty 
queue and then loops dequeueing at each iteration one cell from the queue and enqueueing its unvisited adjacent 
occupied cells until the queue becomes empty. In each iteration, the links between the dequeued cell and enqueued 
adjacent cells are recorded in the Tree table as (next hop) links on the shortest path tree.  
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The time complexity of this construction is O(V+E) where V is the number of occupied cells and E is the number 
of (occupied cell, adjacent occupied cell) links. In the worst case, V is equal to the total number of grid cells and E is 
less than 4V (since each cell has at most 8 adjacent non empty cells). The shortest path tree construction algorithm is 
therefore O(N) where N is the number of occupied grid cells.The shortest path tree has to be rebuilt when there is a 
change in the occupied/empty status of the cells. To reduce the number of times the tree is rebuilt, we use a valid 
Boolean flag indicating whether the current tree is valid or not depending on changes in the Occupied Cells Table. A 
node does not rebuild the tree until it has to route a data packet and the valid flag is false.  
2.3 Cell-Head Node and Cell-Based Flooding  
Any node that decides to initiate a route discovery (if there is no information about the destination neither in the 
Neighbors Table nor in the Node Table) broadcasts a route request (RREQ) to all its adjacent cells. A node 
receiving the RREQ has two possible cases: 
Case 1: Cell-Head Node: A cell-head node receiving the RREQ has to flood (cell-based flooding) a route reply 
(RREP) packet. If any node receives a previously processed RREQ (detected by checking the node sequence number 
in its Nodes Table), the node discards it and does not forward it. RREQ piggybacks the location (cell address) of the 
previous hop node. These are used to update the Neighbors' Table. 
Case 2: Non Cell-Head Node.  It broadcasts (cell-based flooding) a Destination Location packet if it is the 
destination; otherwise it records the cell location information of the previous forwarding node and then discards the 
RREQ packet. 
Only one node in each cell (the cell-head) participates in rebroadcasting the RREQ. This mechanism is called 
cell-based flooding (as opposed to total flooding used in AODV for example). Once the source node receives the 
Destination Location packet, it starts forwarding data packets to the destination using the shortest path tree next hop 
links recorded in the Tree Table. If the destination node moves out of its cell to a new one, it should broadcast (cell-
based flooding) a Destination Location packet. This will not affect the ongoing transmission of data packets to the 
destination. 
2.4 Cell-Head Selection in TGRP  
After building the Neighbors Table with the most recent information, the selection of the cell-head node becomes 
simple and fast. The node with the highest id in a cell is implicitly chosen as the cell-head of that cell without any 
additional overhead. All the nodes in the MANET have the same OCT table which leads to avoid using any special 
messages for maintaining cell-heads.  Notice that in the GRID protocol a Retire packet is sent by a cell-head when it 
leaves its cell to another cell. Cell-heads are used here as backbone for the cell-based flooding mechanism and there 
is no need for Retire packets. 
The cell-head could be chosen by any mechanism such as highest node id (as we do here), lowest node id or even 
random number. The node could create a random number and sent it with Exit packet.  In the unlikely case of two 
equal random numbers drawn at two mobile nodes located in the same cell, there is no effect of choosing any of 
them as cell-head of the cell because both nodes have the same OCT table. 
3. Simulation parameters and results 
We simulated TGRP using an extended NS-2 network simulator. The simulation parameters are shown in Table 
3.  
 
                                 Table 3 Simulation parameters 
 
Simulation Parameters 
Communication type CBR 
CBR sending rate 4 packets per second 
Simulation area 1000m x 1000m 
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Simulation protocols TGRP,GRID 
Mobility model Steady-state random waypoint  
Number of nodes 60,100, 200, 300 ,400 
Nodes average speed  6 (meters/second) 
Average pause time 2 , (Delta =1 seconds)  
Number of connections 30 
Transmission range 300 meters 
Physical link bandwidth 11 Mbps 
Number of simulation trials 40 times 
Simulation time 1000 Seconds 
Cell side length (cell size) 141, 190 meters 
 
We have used the term cell size to refer to the cell side length. As shown in Table 3, two cell sizes 141 meters 
and 190 meters will be tested in our experiments to show the impact of different cell sizes on the performance of the 
TGRP and GRID protocols. 
3.1 Simulation Results 
 We have extended an original implementation of NS-2 (version 3.4) with implementations of the GRID and 
TGRP protocols in order to evaluate and compare their performance. The performance evaluation has been 
conducted using the simulation model and parameters outlined in Table 3. The evaluation studies the impact of the 
network density on the three performance metrics: packet delivery ratio and average end-to-end delay with two 
different cell sizes.  
The network density has been varied by deploying 60, 100, 200, 300 and 400 mobile nodes in a fixed geographic 
area of dimensions 1000m × 1000m. The nodes in the network move according to the steady-state random waypoint 
mobility model with average speed of 6 meters per second. The number of connections between randomly selected 
peer sources and destinations has been fixed to 30, all established during the simulation time. Each source node in a 
connection sends four packets per second to the corresponding destination and each packet is of size 512 bytes.  
3.2 Packet Delivery Ratio  
Fig 5 shows the effect of the network density on the packet delivery ratio of the TGRP and GRID protocols for 
different cell sizes.  It reveals that TGRP with a grid cell size of 141 meters exhibits a better performance compared 
to GRID in terms of packet delivery ratios. The stability of the path in TGRP allows nodes to keep pumping data 
packets without interruption. This stability comes from the existence of alternative paths in the OCT table. Anytime 
there is a change in the OCT table, a new shortest path tree is constructed by the affected nodes.  
The moving of a source node does not affect the path. As long as the destination node remains in the same 
destination cell the packets can still be routed corrected based on the information in the Node Table. The source 
node can continue sending packets while moving around in the MANET environment. There is no need to inform all 
other nodes about its new location when it moves to a different cell. It just sends an Exit packet to its neighbor nodes 
and rebuilds its shortest path tree. 
The stability of paths also comes from avoiding the use of Retire packets and cell-head re-election when cell-
heads move between cells. Cell-heads just broadcast Exit packets when they move to different cells. When a cell-
head A moves to a new cell, the cell-head B of that new cell sends a small Info packet to A containing the list of 
nodes located in the neighboring cells  
The increase of the delivery ratio in TGRP also comes from the fact that cell-heads in GRID protocols discard 
some data packets when they are not involved in routing packets for any reason such as a change in the path due to 
the moving of a source node to a different cell or because of received error packet. This is not the case in TGRP 
because all nodes have the right to forward packets to destination nodes and all nodes have consistent information 
about paths to destination nodes. 
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The simulation results show that TGRP works better with a cell size 141 meters than 190 meters. This is because 
of the lack of consistency between the transmission range (300 meters) and the cell size 190 meters. For example, 
with a cell size of 141 meters and a transmission range of 300 meters, the adjacent neighbors of a cell are 
approximately covered by the transmission range which will allow nodes in this cell to communicate with each 
other. In the example of Fig 3 a grid size of 141 meters is assumed. In this figure node 20 wants to send a data 
packet to node 1 through node 4. Node 20 sends its packets to node 4. Node 4 discovers from its Neighbors table 
that the destination node 1 is reachable in the next hop. Node 4 delivers the packet to the destination node 1. If 
however a cell size of 190 meters is assumed, then when node 4 tries to forward the packet received from node 20 to 
node 1, the packet is dropped because the transmission range of node 4 does not cover node 1 (see fig 4).  
 
  
Fig 3.   Grid Environment with Cell Size 141 meters 
 
Fig 4. Grid Environment with Cell Size 190 meters 
 
 
Overall, Fig 5 shows that TGRP outperforms the GRID protocol in terms of packet delivery ratio. This can be 
justified by the fact that the stability of the paths resulting from using the proactive layer information (availability of 
alternative paths) leads to an increase in the number of delivered packets to their destinations. It can be also 
concluded that TGRP incurs a higher delivery ratio with a size of 141 meters compared to 190 meters.  
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Fig 5 shows that a sparser environment (60, 100 nodes) has a negative effect on the delivery ratio of TGRP. A 
denser environment (more than 200 nodes) allows higher ability to build paths to destinations.  However, the 
delivery ratio with 300 nodes is slightly better than the delivery ratio with 400 nodes due to the fact that 400 nodes 
broadcast more Exit packets which slightly affects the propagation of data packets. 
3.3 End-to-End Packet Delay 
Fig 6 shows that TGRP exhibits much better performance than GRID in terms of end-to-end delay. The services 
of the TGRP proactive layer provide high path stability which results in a very big improvement in the average end-
to-end delay compared to GRID (over 80% improvement).  
The mechanism of path maintenance in TGRP does not affect the pumping of data packets. There are no Retire 
packets and there are no Error packets. The maintenance of the paths is done in the proactive layer. There are always 
chances of existence of alterative paths. All these factors lead to have an efficient TGRP. 
Fig 6 also reveals that the increase in the density of the network leads to improve the average end-to-end delay in 
all protocols. In spite of the big difference between protocols, they all exhibit the same trend.  
4. Conclusion 
We have proposed a new hybrid (proactive and reactive) approach for grid-based routing in mobile ad-hoc 
networks. We have designed and evaluated the performance of a new routing protocol called Tree-based Grid 
Routing Protocol (TGRP) based on this new approach. In a proactive layer it maintains a table called Occupied Cells 
Table and builds from it a shortest path tree between occupied cells. A reactive layer of the protocol is responsible 
of discovering the location of destination nodes making use of the shortest path tree constructed in the proactive 
layer. 
The performance of the proposed TGRP protocol has been compared with the performance of GRID using an 
extended NS-2 simulator with two different logical cell sizes in terms of end-to-end delay and delivery ratio. 
 Overall, the results show that TGRP scales better than GRID in terms of delivery ratio and it is clearly superior 
in terms of average end-to-end delay. 
  
Fig 5. Delivery Ratio vs. Number of Mobile Nodes for TGRP and 
GRID. Mobility Speed = 6 m/s, Number of Connections = 30, 
CBR  Rate = 4 p/s 
 
Fig 6. Average End-to-End Delay (seconds) vs. Number of Mobile Nodes 
for TGRP and GRID. Mobility Speed = 6 m/s, Number of Connections = 
30, CBR Rate = 4 p/s 
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